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Ready for a great year

T

he Pen & Sword Club opens its light lunch diary in 2017
with two great speakers. In January, at The RAF Club,
the club entertains one of its honorary members,
Michael Evans, of The Times who will also tell us about his
new book, First with the News. Michael was 12 years the
Defence Editor of The Times and also served in the US as its
Pentagon Correspondent. Today he is the newspaper’s
consultant specialist in defence.
Michael first came to the notice of the club’s members during
the Falklands War. He was one of the defence
correspondents who daily reported on the progress of the
Task Force for the Daily Express and like, a few of us,
haunted the Ministry of Defence in Whitehall for months. He
wrote an interesting story for the club journal Scratchings at
the 30th anniversary of the war when he warned against the
dangers of trying to deceive the media.
Subject to his busy overseas schedule the club also hopes to
welcome Chris Cobb-Smith, recently retired from Media Operations Group and to hear of his
commercial “adventures” providing protection for news teams in the trouble spots of the world.
In February, the club welcomes Dr. Julian Lewis, the Chairman of the House of Commons Defence
Select Committee. Dr. Lewis has much to say on defence matters and your editor was privileged
to sit alongside him and the First Sea Lord at a Royal Naval Reserve dinner a few years ago.

What the papers say!

T

hese days it should be what the media, including social media, is saying. The new year has proved
interesting in its two short weeks. Tim Purbrick and his role with the Army’s new “monuments
men “team: plus, specialist press comments on the failure to recruit to 77 Brigade and the national
stories on the overall failure of the MoD to attract recruits to the Army which is now taking the view that
they should advertise that the services offer a different experience of friendship rather than major on the
skills to be learned. Perhaps the MoD might consider that young men and women are not joining
because they do not want to spend the years following a military career wondering when an ambulance

chasing lawyer or dubious detective will knock on the door and accuse them of an illegal act some 40
years before. Is it time to resurrect the view that the best recruiting agent is the satisfied soldier, sailor or
airman. Such people do not need to be bribed to find a friend to join they tell their own story... Make
them proud to have served and give them the kit to do the job! And get more home town stories out and
about. There is too a host of other comment on equipment and the perceived menace coming from
Russia.
What is frustrating is to see the news so heavily dominated by the life and death of entertainment
celebrities. While understanding that the death of a pop star at a young age is to be regretted and that it
is a disaster for some there are stories of real heroes going by the board while broadcasters, in particular,
spent days with the death of a star as top of the news. A quick glance into the obituary columns is enough
to show that a great generation is now passing on….in recent days an RAF Mosquito pilot who flew many
missions over Germany and, the flak hell of Berlin, a sailor with an equally stunning record and the winner
of the George Cross, and on the civilian side one of the great brains of Bletchley Park.
======
Tim Purbrick tells Scribblings that the Times story in which he features is premature and
decisions have yet to be made. But we welcome his experienced comments in future editions on
this important subject.

Army unit digs in to rescue nation’s heritage from metal detectorists
By Andrew Ellson of The Times January 3, 2017
Lieutenant Colonel Tim Purbrick, left, in Afghanistan. He
now heads a unit set up to protect historic artefacts
The leader of a new unit of British “monuments men”
has hit out at the damage that metal detectorists do
to archaeological sites. Lieutenant-Colonel Tim
Purbrick said that the scale of destruction at historic
sites around the world, including in Britain, was
behind the government’s decision to resurrect a
military unit to protect historic artefacts.
The Cultural Property (Armed Conflicts) Bill passing through parliament will ratify The Hague
Convention, enshrining Britain’s obligations in international law to protect cultural property.
======
Scribblings is not surprised to see 77 Brigade in the news for
the wrong reasons. There are many who feel it is time the MoD
started to reveal what is the full aim and purpose of the Brigade
which was announced some time ago in the national media.
Since its formation there has been little constructive news to
help us understand how the formation is progressing. The
Information Technology facing press is asking questions and
the story has been picked up by Sputnik International, a
mouthpiece of Russian propaganda. Below is one of the three
known stories that surfaced in the last few days.

Army social media psyops bods struggling to attract fresh
blood
'We have no recruiting targets,' says indignant MoD spin
by Gareth Corfield, The Register

A

rmy social media psyops unit 77 Brigade is struggling to reel in new government cyber-warriors in
spite of a recruitment publicity blitz last year, according to the Ministry of Defence.

The "brigade" – in reality a unit slightly smaller than an infantry battalion, with a target manning strength of
448 people – is under strength by about 40 per cent, according to figures released under the Freedom of
Information Act. Of those 448, 182 of them are supposed to be full-time soldiers, sailors and airmen,
while 266 are part-time reservists bringing in specialist skills from the civilian world.
A fortnight ago the unit, known as the Security Assistance Group (SAG) until July 2015, had only 276
personnel on its books. Just 123 of those were reservists, meaning 77 Brigade has a shortfall of 29
regulars and 143 reserves. In the last year, just 125 soldiers were recruited to 77 Brigade, or posted into
it from elsewhere in the Army.
The unit forms part of the government's wider efforts to tackle hostile use of social media by, among
others, Islamist terrorists, Russian hackers and state-backed fake news and propaganda agencies such
as Russia Today (RT) and Iran's Press TV. In addition, it is also supposed to engage in the dark arts of
destabilising Britain's foes by starting whispering campaigns among their supporters and potential
supporters.
The SAG was formed in 2014 to combine the Army's Media Operations Group, 15 (UK) Psychological
Operations Group, the Security Capacity Building Team and the Military Stabilisation and Support Group.
It was rebranded 77 Brigade after 18 months when someone inside the MoD thought it would be a good
idea to link them with Brigadier Orde Wingate's famous guerrilla unit the Chindits, who fought hundreds of
miles behind Japanese lines in the Far East during the Second World War. 77 Brigade maintains small
Facebook and Twitter presences in its own name.
The modern-day 77 Brigade is split into six "columns", of which the fifth column is the media ops and civil
affairs sub-unit – perhaps a military bureaucrat's little joke.
"I can confirm that the Army is pleased with the rate of growth of the Brigade and that it is attracting
trained personnel of the right knowledge, skill and experience required for its roles," insisted an MoD spin
doctor in the ministry's response to the original FoI request. The response also claimed that 77 Brigade
has "no set recruiting targets".
"The shortfall in the reserve numbers is partly due to the recent increase in liability... but is, in the main,
due to the fact 77 Brigade is a new formation and it takes time for this capability to be built up," he added.
======

Army fights troops shortfall with new recruitment ads about
camaraderie
By Ben Farmer, Daily Telegraph DEFENCE CORRESPONDENT,

T

he Army will launch a revamped £3m recruitment advertising campaign focussing on comradeship
among soldiers, after commanders admitted previous attempts were failing to turn around a
worsening manning shortfall. New television adverts beginning on Saturday (Jan 7) will advertise

the “unique lasting bonds of friendship” found in the Army and will replace a campaign boasting of the
skills soldiers can learn. The strategy change comes as the latest Ministry of Defence figures show the
regular Army has now dipped just below 79,000 soldiers, nearly four percent below the target of 82,000.
An outsourced recruitment operation run by Capita is still delivering 10 to 15 per cent fewer recruits than
needed, defence sources said. The Army has now switched its advertising strategy after deciding many
other employers were trying to tempt young people with promises of learning new skills.

Recruiters have also previously aimed campaigns separately at potential officers and other ranks, while
the new campaign is aimed at everyone.
Maj Gen Tim Hyams, in charge of the Army's recruiting and training division, said: "Life in the British Army
develops unique and lasting bonds of friendship. This sense of belonging is central to the opportunity we
offer to those who wish to pursue a career in an organisation that makes a positive contribution to
society."
One television advert shows soldiers joking as they patrol through snow up a mountain. Another shows
them having a tea break while sheltering from torrential jungle rain.
Troops numbers have slid well below the 82,000 regulars imposed by austerity cuts. One senior defence
source said: “Recruitment is a challenge. The Capita system is underperforming by about 10 to 15 per
cent and if we carry on at that level, then we will always have a slightly understrength Army. “We are
doing fine recruiting officers, but it’s soldiers where we are struggling. Partly we are not getting the
message right, and we need to get better at that. Retention is holding up.” Low unemployment, a lack of
operations to go on and a feeling the Army is shrinking have all hit recruitment, officers say.
But many also accuse the Capita contract of being slow, overly bureaucratic and centralised.

Critics have said it relies too much on anonymous call centres and online forms, rather than face to face
recruiting sergeants. One regiment told the Telegraph it was using tens of thousands of pounds of its
own regimental funds to offer recruiting bounties to soldiers who persuaded their friends to join up. A
source said: “The current system is just not fit for purpose. Some regiments are in a far worse state than
us.”
The new campaign will also sell the Army as a career where young people can make a positive
difference. It will highlight the way soldiers have supported humanitarian missions in countries such as
Sierra Leone and how they regularly support the UK by providing emergency response assistance, for
example by helping victims of flooding.
Research for the campaign found 55 per cent of 18 to 35-year-olds want to do more in 2017 to help
others and make their communities a better place to live.
========

The Sovereign Capability Debate in Defence
lub member and defence and political commentator, Howard Wheeldon majored on the
British Army in his regular publication, Commentary, this week. He says|; I will not at this
stage comment on the specific issue that led to my writing this piece today – the rather
extraordinary ‘Times’ editorial under the heading ‘’Tank Trap, ’ but I have taken the view that it
would be wrong of me to ignore the underlying aspects of the editorial piece itself.

C

The specific section of the ‘Times’ editorial comment that grabbed my
attention yesterday can be found in the very last paragraph which read:
“The British may have invented the tank, but for much of the past century
the Germans have built better ones. In a world in which the French
supply a significant amount of Britain’s electricity, the Chinese build
Britain’s nuclear power stations and Russia provides much of Britain’s
coal, there should be no barrier to adding German-made tanks to
Britain’s order of battle. What matters is what works best and costs
least”.
So, where do I stand? I take particular issue with the last sentence
above because I for one do not and have never believed that what works
best is what costs least.
I rather suspect that had the MOD decided to acquire the 100 to 400
‘second hand’ tanks from Germany that the separate ‘Times’ article
written by Deborah Haynes refers as opposed to choosing as it sensibly
has BAE Systems and Rheinmetall to be the preferred bidders for the assessment phase of the Vickers
built Challenger 2 Life Extension Programme, the press would actually have gone into absolute uproar
and rightly so in my view.
I make no argument had the issue been about buying ‘new’ tanks then German tanks are up with the
best. Indeed, I have nothing but praise for German made tanks or German made anything come to that –
a nation of brilliant engineers that they are. But why on earth would we in Britain even consider the idea of
buying second-hand German made tanks, adding in the huge additional cost, risk and uncertainty of
training Army personnel how to use them and importantly, learn how to maintain them with all the
additional associated costs required of new safety systems, guidelines and other requirements when
refurbishing a tank which, albeit following a far from easy entry into service back in the early nineties, is
very well known and much loved by the Tank Regiment amongst others, that still does the job and that
although long overdue investment and refurbishment, is well proven in service?

This tank issue and the paragraph quoted above from the ‘Times’ editorial fuels a wider debate on
sovereign capability in relation to defence equipment, a subject that my own view is rather more simple
and straightforward than some would make out. Firstly, I take the view that if we are able to design and
manufacture defence equipment that we ourselves require for our armed forces in the UK and where
there is also a potential for export that provided we own the Intellectual Property (IP) British companies be
they subsidiaries of US or French companies or wholly British owned, should always be favoured over
others that may offer a price that is less.
Secondly, I take the view that if we are no longer able to design and manufacture a piece of equipment
capability that we require and that we as a nation are not prepared to invest in its design and manufacture
and are not prepared to take any consequent risk, then we must acquire that capability from whoever can
best provide it.
Ships, submarines and complex weapons apart where there are specific national interest reason for the
UK to maintain research and development, design and manufacturing facilities, recent examples of where
the MoD and British companies, be these subsidiaries of US and other foreign nations defence
companies or wholly UK owned, have been prepared to invest in large projects are those such as the
AJAX Armoured Fighting Vehicle capability planned for the British Army. Here, for example, Lockheed
Martin at Ampthill, Bedfordshire are building the Ajax turret and the same company is also responsible for
the hugely important Warrior upgrade programme as well. Meggitt Defense Systems, Thales, Rolls-Royce
and other British companies are also engaged on Ajax.
But what happens when we need capability that do we no longer have the ability or willingness to design
and manufacture ourselves for whatever reason including cost, that we do not own any specific IP and
have no desire to take on necessary programme risk? Because we need the capability and because
these days we also need to know that it is already ‘proven in service’ we must acquire that capability from
abroad.
The recent purchase
of 9 Boeing P-8
Poseidon Maritime
Patrol Aircraft and 50
Apache Attack
Helicopters also from
Boeing together with
purchases of Airbus
Voyager transport
and refuelling aircraft
for the Royal Air
Force and Chinook
Helicopters are very
good examples of
what is commonly
termed these days,
as buy-off-the-shelf
capability from
defence companies
abroad. There is nothing wrong with this at all provided that we insure that we fight for the best deal
possible. Remember too that buying new equipment capability from abroad almost always brings in
investment from the selling company to support the MRO and training. I doubt that would be the case if
second hand equipment was purchased.
There are literally thousands of British companies - small, medium and large - making and exporting
sophisticated defence components, communications systems, radar and masses of other technology. For
example, and as if anyone needed reminding, as a Tier One partner in the Lockheed Martin F-35
Lightning ll, the UK in terms of manufacturing and MRO and particularly in the form of BAE Systems,

Rolls-Royce, Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin UK itself, along with countless dozens of other British
based companies, are all heavily involved in what is after all the world’s largest military aircraft
programme.
Many British based companies,
including BAE Systems, Rolls Royce,
Thales, Selex, Martin-Baker are all
heavily involved in the manufacture of
the Eurofighter Typhoon, the BAE
Hawk T2 Advanced Trainer jet plus of
course, other large and very worthy
airpower and maritime related projects.
Raytheon and MBDA provide the bulk
of the UK’s complex weapons
requirement, along with Thales Air
Defence in Belfast and they are all
engaged in exports too. GKN
Aerospace has grown substantially
over the past ten years and its UK
aerospace and defence subsidiaries
play an important part in UK
manufacturing. Neither, whilst I am on
the subject, should I ignore the huge
amount of support services provided by companies such as Babcock International and the excellent
support that companies such as Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group provides in respect of
maintenance, modification and design and indeed, manufacturing exports.
The choice is ours, of course, and what is of greatest importance is that whatever we do should be in our
national interest. There may well be a better case to be made out that says we should invest more in our
own future and I don’t disagree with that. We do need to make more of what we consume, perhaps we
should not be allowing a foreign country such as China to finance and build a nuclear power station here
and if we want coal, as we are sitting on so much, perhaps even if the cost of doing so is very much
higher than buying from Russia, we should start mining more here. These are all choices we have to
make and we cannot completely avoid the issue of what’s best in terms of affordability. Neither, of course,
can we afford to ignore the need to ensure we maintain sufficient skills and that we not allow ourselves to
find that we no longer have the ability to design and manufacture anything that the nation needs as a
priority.
We cannot turn the clock back and neither, because of the systems of finance and investment and failure
to convince investors of the need to invest long terms as opposed to always looking for short term pay
back convince companies to take on additional risk. As long as they have to keep looking over their
shoulders at shareholders there will be little appetite to take on additional risk.
We do thankfully still have a lots of specialist engineering and manufacturing in the UK and we still have
important industries such as aerospace, defence, pharmaceutical and many others. We still manufacture
cars and big components and we have great companies doing this such as Jaguar Land Rover, GKN and
JCB amongst others. We have a myriad of brilliant small and medium sized companies but sadly we have
lost far too much of the necessary supply chain and we have rather a lot of assembly companies relying
on imported parts.
The Growth partners, engineering and other academies set up with help from the UK government are all
doing a great job in supporting their respective industries and there is no doubt that we need to invest
more in research and development and in defence, support superb organisations such as DSTL and
QinetiQ.

Sovereign capability is a choice. Governments that do not pour so much money into health and
welfare as we have chosen to do allow themselves a far better choice of what manufacturing and
design capability must be retained in their national interest. There is of course the capacity
argument too meaning that for example, in defence there must be a sufficient level of sustainable
demand to make it worthwhile. If there isn’t going to be that then best to buy from abroad.


======

The way we were!
ow did you spend New Year’s Eve? Hopefully celebrating in the
right way. For your Editor, it was sober time with a number of
domestic problems involving hospitals and a siege by the cold
virus that laid so many low in the last month of the year. With time on
my hands and the basics of 2017 for the Pen & Sword Club in hand it
was worth a return to ten years ago, when MOG (V) was riding high,
and a nostalgic read through the final issue of Despatches, the
magazine produced by the TAPIO Pool under the brilliant editorship of
Lawrie Phillips, pictured right in his days with RNR Public Affairs
Branch.

H

Despatches that year was at its biggest and best. At 320 pages, it was a
long read. But its contributors included General Sir Michael Rose, then
Adjutant General, after serving as Commander United Nations Bosnia &
Herzegovina, General Sir Hugh Beach and Major General Edwards Fursden
(then defence correspondent of the Daily Telegraph,) the Director of Public
Relations (Army) and seven others one-stars.
With this star cluster were Lord Paddy Ashdown, the Assistant Director General (News) of the BBC,
Colonel Alan Protheroe, our Club President Hugh Colver, only recently before the Chief of Public
Relations at Ministry of Defence, and TV, broadsheet…… and red top journalists. All of them were
writing about the strengths, and weaknesses, of the media organisations in the military and among
journalists faced with war and peace keeping operations.
No wonder that Despatches was read internationally and featured on coffee tables across NATO and in
British Embassies around the globe.
What were we talking about ten years ago? Well DPR (A - now Lt General Sir Phillip Trousdell - was
waxing lyrical about the relationship between the British Army and the British Nation He wrote: “the
nation has no real understanding of the quality of the Army or the complexity of modern soldiering. If that
assumption is right, then the failure to explain what we are and how we go about our business can fall
only on our own shoulders……. the disciplines required to carry out this operation are not well known to
most of us (in the Army) but they are the lifeblood of many members of the TAPIO Pool.”
A decade on and there are many who still think the MoD has not got it right and many should understand
that media operations is a necessary military skill that needs expanding rather than contracting in the 21st
century.
Editor Lawrie Phillips, whose earlier service was with RNR Public Affairs branch before he sacrificed his
beard and joined the TAPIOs, and as the civilian Chief Information Officer at Northwood during the
Falklands War, put together a final issue of great value before he moved on to greater things.
Despatches in 2016 marked the retirement of Alan Protheroe from the TA and the arrival of Colonel David

McDine as Honorary Colonel. David’s journalistic career was impressive but even more was his time in
HQ Lisburn during the Northern Troubles where he earned an OBE. As Deputy to DPR(A) he also
showed his talent for motivating and inspiring his civilian and military contemporaries. David was to go on
to serve as a TAPIO in the First Gulf War where his arrival in media operations allayed many media and
military concerns.
Despatches of 1996 also noted that poacher turned game keeper Major Gerry Bartlett, former Daily
Telegraph journalist, had been awarded the title of Reptile of the Year by 24 Air Mobile Brigade just
before they returned from Croatia where Gerry was their SO2 P Info. The same page celebrated
another TAPIO who was awarded the Institute of Public Relations Sword of Excellence for her publicity
campaign that revitalized Britain’s ailing Women’s Royal Voluntary Service,
TAPIO Major Donald Campbell (late Para) – later to become Commanding Officer - was praised for
joining 10 Para and parachuting into Arnhem on the 51st anniversary of Operation Market Garden and
Captain Louise Budd, whose previous TA service was as an infantry platoon officer with The Staffords,
was sent off to former Yugoslavia to provide P Info cover for the Light Dragoons and the Light Infantry on
Operation Resolute Rat.
And not surprisingly Lawrie himself gets a mention. As Head of Publicity in MoD he was off to Rome to
collect one of the top awards at the Italian military film festival. Lawrie was the executive producer of the
MOD's newest video, Green Forces which was considered the best military conservation project of the
year.
Perhaps the highlight of the issue
was the confrontation in print
between Nik Gowing, who had
just left Channel 4 News as
Diplomatic Editor and your editor,
then Colonel Media Operations.
Nik and Mike had shared some
professional platforms talking
about media operations but after
Nik had appeared at the Media
and International Security
Conference at Sandhurst and had
voiced criticisms of “…high level
negligence of…the media flank”
and the MOD’s “unhealthy new
reliance on the TAPIO Pool “both
were invited to state their cases.
The main argument from Nik to his military audience was about “the tyranny of real time television.” Nik
argued that in Bosnia “the underlying official military perception of the media’s operational and information
needs came close to collapse. On several occasions, physical disasters were only narrowly averted.”
Your editor’s replies pointed out that the military did not operate or plan to ensure TV or other news
gatherers met news room deadlines. The criticisms of the small number of TAPIOs in theatre were
misplaced and misguided (TAPIOs were reservists but many were ex Regular and, even more were
professional civilian journalists)
The near disaster he spoke of when the TAPIO on the spot had no radio communications was not of the
P Info team’s making. All comms had been withdrawn due to the shortage of equipment available to the
front line. As for his suggestions that TAPIOs were unfit your editor offered a challenge to Nik and his
camera team …run against a TAPIO team over a chosen course. That team included red and green
berets of those who had served as parachutists, marines and light infantry. The challenge was never
answered

To be fair to Nik his complaints were not fully centered on P Info officers but at parts of the military that
regarded the media pack as a nuisance and irritant. However, Mike’s article concluded: “The real
tyranny for the Armed Forces is not real time television or the news room deadline. It is the desperate
needs of the people we are striving to protect, house or feed: it is the spectre of terrorism that still stalks
this world, and ultimately the threat to peace we must defeat.”
Interestingly the contribution following this exchange came from Gerry Bartlett and was headed” Praise in
Ploce – but calumny in Camberley.” Gerry was a Fleet Street reporter for 25 years before joining the
information staff of English Heritage and now works closely with SSAFA. He joined the TAPIO Pool in
1985 and in the summer of 1995 deployed with 24 Air Mobile Brigade to Croatia as SO2 P Info, He said
this was an “experience which I regard as the most journalistically challenging and rewarding of my
career.” He explained that he soon found that the demands of the media in theatre did not always
coincide with the interests of the Army. Credits gained by undivided loyalty to the commander in the field
are often lost, before the ink is dry, at the next P Info knocking session at one of the staff colleges by “
petulant so-called media celebrities.”
Other journalists to contribute to Despatches that year were Dr Christopher Bellamy, the Defence
correspondent of The Independent (a former Royal Artillery officer) who contributed his thoughts after
spending three weeks ibn Russia covering the conflict in Chechnya.
Captain Yvonne McIntosh wrote about her experiences as a Daily Mirror journalist when she revealed in
conversations that she was both TAPIO and reporter.
Frank Gillard, left was one of the most famous
BBC war correspondents of the Second World
war and he covered the Eighth Army in North
Africa, Sicily and Italy followed by Normandy
and the drive to Berlin.
He recalled some operational experiences for
Despatches and paid tribute to “our close,
gallant and trusty friends, the field officers of
Army PR. Unlike some present-day journalists,
he had no difficulty in identifying with “our cause
and our progress…. indeed, we were proud and
honoured to be accepted, as we wholeheartedly
were, as members of the Army family.
Harold Briley, a journalist of some 59 years – 30 of them with the BBC in radio and television wrote under
the banner MoD PR – could do better. Harold who had hopes of joining as a TAPIO but for his age also
worked in newspapers, magazines and public relations. He was a newspaper defence correspondent in
the 1980s. He covered wars and revolutions including the Falklands War and, in his career, filed from 70
countries. He signed off his story with “The British Armed Forces are by far the best in the world…but
their PR could be better.”
The list goes on: Paddy Ashdown then an MP and a former Royal Marines SBS linguist, Tony Baldry a
TAPIO and former Parliamentary Private Secretary to Margaret Thatcher when she was Prime Minister:
the brilliant Brigadier Richard Holmes and the velvet voiced Maj Roger Hudson, of BFBS and BBC who
spoke of Air Power, in otherwords the broadcast word. Lt Col Spencer Gammon wrote of his
experiences instructing Jamaican Forces, Lt Col Barry Hawgood of his time in Bosnia and Police
Superintendent Stuart Donaldson of the PR surrounding the Zeebrugge ferry Disaster. There were
contributions too from our sister services of 7664 Squadron RAFVR, from the RN Public Affairs Branch
and notably great members of the MoD civilian public relations staff such as Nigel Gillies, who worked
alongside all three Armed Services in over 30 years in the profession.

There were six issues of Despatches. A complete set rests in the Peters’ library. As the occasion
suits I sit down and tread them again. Old soldiers all think they served in special times.
Despatches is a reminder of how a small group of Territorials founded the TA Pool of Public
Information Officers and went on to set up a strategic reserve of media operations specialists in
MOG (V) that is a hard act to follow.
======

Stu & Irene enter into the Christmas Spirit
Each month Club member Stu Reed and his
wife Irene, right, give an unusual helping hand
to their daughter Kate Preston who runs a
beauty business in Hampshire. While the staff
get together and work out their tactics and
solve salon problems over a coffee or two they
come up with a special crepe of the day to
make things go sweetly. Merry Christmas both
for such an original idea.

On to the New Year!
cribblings send its best wishes for 2017 to
all its readers. The New Year has great
promise for the club programme and we
hope to continue our guest speaker monthly
lunches with a list of celebrities and movers and
shakers. To answer one question received this
month….how do we select our speakers.
Topicality is the name of the game and we try to be
current about the world of military media
operations.

S

However, if you have an idea and know a good
after lunch speaker you would like to hear, drop a
line to: michaelpcoms@btinternet.com

Phots, Snaps and Clicky’s

P

hotographers are the life blood of communications. Every picture is worth a thousand words even
if that is an old and well-worn but correct summation. So, this month Scribblings takes a look at
what is happening in the world of Phots, Snaps and Clicky’s. While we can see the work of our
colleagues every day on the services’ Facebook pages and elsewhere it is also worth digging deeper into
the web and finding what they think of the job and the problems they face.
Here is a snapshot of the and social media and a few telling. comments.
In the Navy….
This is what one matelot had to say about joining the Royal Navy’s Photographic Branch: Every man
and his dog will suck through their teeth when you tell them you want to join the Phot Branch. I knew a
mate that knows a lad that was at Trafalgar and he's still waiting for his transfer. I joined the RN with the

intention of 'going Phot' and was told not to bother from virtually Day 1 at Raleigh, yet managed to join at
the earliest possible opportunity (basically after I'd fulfilled my terms of service to my first branch, passed
for Killick in said branch and got manning clearance to leave).
Most matelots that hear about the Phot branch think it's a life on easy street ("all you do is this" - cue
clicking motion with index finger) and for many that's their motivation to join. Phot Branch recruiters are,
funny-old-thing, aware of this and will suss out Jack looking for a cushy draft within about five minutes.
Unless you're serious about working hard as a Phot, are artistically-minded, have at least an amateur
interest in photography and are computer-savvy (hard not to be one without the other these days), don't
waste everyone's time.
Is MoD media policy why Britain doesn't understand Defence?
What follows are extracts from Armed Forces personnel tucked away in social media blogs:
Treat with caution but understand that blogs allow people to work out their frustrations. Social
media encourages overstatement – and, of course, there is the possibility if not the probability of
fake news and comment. But, as I have written before perception is the reality
A soldier wrote: “I spend a fair amount of time, both work and otherwise, scanning news sources.
Recently something has struck me about the difference between US and UK military news. A good
example can be found at NewsNow, a news meta-site that links news stories by keyword from across the
web. Have a read of the Military News (UK) page. Ninety per cent of the UK news is, effectively, the
MoD RSS feed regurgitated by British papers, mixed with a bit of WW2 history or local-boy-does-good in
Service fluff. There are staggeringly few independent articles. Most articles are rumours from the Express,
Mail or Star about what the SAS are having for breakfast. There is little to no commentary, and that which
exists is largely of the ‘what is fighting really good for’ variety. Now look at the Military News (US) page.
Notice a difference?”

Another wrote: “We all know the dead hand of MoD Media Ops on anyone within the Services, and
know and love their pathetically thin RAF Jet Lands At RAF Airfield ‘news stories’. That this extends
beyond Soldier magazine's usual in-house magazine fluff to the more serious censorship within the British
Army Review, and even academic papers and books. But given the unique and national specific nature
of defence and the military, there are really no other competitors offering a different view to Joe Public. By
competitors, I don't mean thinly veiled anti-war protests in the Guardian Comment is Free section. I mean
informed debate about the mechanics and choices within the United Kingdom military. MoD RSS might
be ridiculous, but for the public it is effectively the only source available.
“The US has a vibrant national Defence debate which is engaged by people, academics, commentators,
news and organisations all across the spectrum. Is it a coincidence that US DoD doesn't ban serving

personnel from contributing to that debate? Is DoD media policy fundamentally different to ours? I
genuinely don't know, but someone must have experience of it.
“We complain that the British public don't understand the military, but we generally abide by the principle
that We Must Not Talk, and abandon the public discourse to RAF Jet Lands at RAF Airfield. Are we the
reason they don't understand?”
Frightened chickens?
“Has MoD Media a policy other than to run around like a flock of frightened chickens at the first
sign of anything off message happening? I think a debate on defence does exist in the media, but is
limited to the likes of Richard Norton-Taylor at the Guardian and Con Coughlin at the Telegraph, with their
respective polemical stand points. In this, I think the media reflects, rather than leads, the nation's view of
defence as something of a niche specialist interest as opposed to say, the NHS or education.
“With regards to Media Ops, they simply aren't structured or staffed to do much besides facilitate 'home
towners' and act as official minders for visiting journalists. I worked with them just under a decade ago in
Iraq and frankly was struck by what a huge wasted opportunity the whole thing was, but that's another
topic altogether. “
Can I step in here?
“I think it's endemic within government agencies, and it got worse under the last Labour government,
which had to news-manage to the nth degree.
“To give a non-defence example, Transport for London is actually one of the most forward-thinking major
city transport bodies in the world. Travelers in the capital might get frustrated at times but try some of
London's peers. TfL is a unitary body (that is, it controls all modes of transport, not just buses or trains or
roads, etc.), it maintains (unusually in this day and age) its own research facilities, and it has been very
innovative with such things as converting Oyster cards to the use of debit cards on buses and the
Underground. It is engaged with many organisations and makes itself open as a real-world test-bed for
much that we'll see in the future, including driverless cars. (No, by the way, I don't work for TfL.) So, it
has a lot that it could get out there that is positive.
“Unfortunately, the press office has a bunker mentality. It's so used to taking a kicking from the Evening
Standard over the bits that do go wrong that it will not proactively engage with the press. I know a few
senior officials who are frustrated over this as the media experts will not allow engagement with the
media. Articles which could get good peer review in serious trade media are too often dealt with as if
they're going to be going into the general media where they'll get spun and savaged. I hate to use
words like 'engagement' but it's key.”
Dumbing down the news
“There's a tendency in government agencies to dumb down news not just because the public's dumb
but because many of the current crop of journos are dumb (anything with tracks is a tank, etc., etc.).
News rooms also used to have dedicated subs desks. Subs take journos copy and grab the mistakes
(e.g. calling the Australian Army's rifle a 'Stayer', not Steyr); they were experts in themselves. But they've
gone to save money. We've lost two checks: specialist journos and the subs' desks.
“At the same time, many of those in press offices are cubs, and dumb, themselves; young 'uns employed
at a price rather than a level of experience. Then, overlaying all of that, you've got the absolute need to
spin absolutely everything positively. Hence stories like the RAF getting 'the best missile IN THE
WORLD', etc. (by whose criteria???).

It's a recipe for mediocrity but no-one challenges it.
Maybe there should be a forum for journalists looking for information, certainly, the utter c..p we are
being fed by MOD news needs to challenged and as stated on other threads, Defence is going to take a
hit. Why is there no public debate on the state of the T45s? Replacement of expired equipment? A public
hanging for the lack of an MMA? The consequences of only buying eight T26?
Furthermore, admittedly I live in Riga, but why nothing on the military threat building on NATO borders
and whether it might become existential? Remember the 80s, where journalists did report far more
widely?”
Click-bait?
“I would take it a stage further; the digitisation of news means that much of what purports to be
serious comment is actually deliberately contentious ‘click bait’. With a few exceptions commentators now
deliberately pose only one side of an argument because that attracts comment in the discussion section,
thereby increasing pay per click advertising revenue. The social media element of news dissemination
has actually dumbed down serious debate, not encouraged it.
“For me, this means the MoD needs to do far more to open out and facilitate debate. This needs to be
managed proactively and separated from the management of bad news and home town stories.”
Symptom not cause
I think MoD media policy is a symptom, not a cause. The real issue is the wholesale retreat of the
forces from the public eye over the last century or so. As the general public becomes ignorant so do
journalists; and they don't tend to write about what they don't know and no-one cares about.
“Go back far enough and you've a drill hall in every town, the local regiment marches locally fairly
regularly and a few years in the military was seen as a good start for a bright lad in many professions. As
late as the 50s my late uncle found his path into local government aided by a TA commission.
“Nowadays, the forces cower inside well defined bubbles and curse all those outside as "bloody civvies".
The vast reductions in Reserves mean that no-one outside the bubble knows or cares about the forces
once the shooting stops. And it's stopped now, and the country is out of money.”
======
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ordon Johnston (Jock) Walker was one of the three Army Film and Photographic Unit
(AFPU) cameramen at Arnhem, in 1944. His vivid account of Operation Market Garden,
written for War Records, by his son, Neil Walker, brings those nightmare days into sharp
focus. “Eventually we were briefed on Operation Market Garden, which was the bridge across the
Neder Rhine at Arnhem. On paper, it was a doddle, maximum of only Brigade opposition, and that
would be composed of ‘clapped out’ tanks and second-class infantrymen. The plan was farseeing; only three bridges stood between our advanced tanks and infantry and Germany. The first
two would be taken by the two American Airborne Divisions, the 82nd and the 101st, one on each
bridge, and we, the British 1st Airborne Division, were to take the final one at Arnhem, thus
leaving the way clear for the 2nd Army to advance in record time. Our part of the operation was to
last two days and then we would be relieved. That was the theory!

The lift was planned to take place in three successive days, all being combined parachute and glider
landings. When we got to our departure airfield we were finally briefed and shown our exact dropping and
landing zones, and I must say that none of us were too happy about the distance these were from the
bridge itself, a matter of seven miles, and in completely unknown territory. However, ours was not to
reason why, so two of us had to fly in a glider with the jeep and trailer, plus two Royal Signals wireless
operators.
These weren’t parachutists or even airborne troops, but were two very newly called up, very
young lads, who had never heard a shot fired in anger and had been posted as wireless operators
to the Army Public Relations team, which was also going with us (these lads were magnificent,
and did their job in the highest ideals of the Signals and, incidentally, the Public Relations
wireless link to the U.K. was the only one working during the whole of the action). One bloke was
to accompany the parachutists and this was Sergeant Mike Lewis, who was a veteran of the
Tunisian campaigns and the most experienced parachutist of the three of us. My mate in the glider
was Sergeant Dennis Smith.

The Army Film and Photographic Unit cameramen who landed at Arnhem. From left to right,
Sergeants Dennis Smith, Gordon Walker and Mike Lewis
For us the journey was uneventful. Before we reached the coast of Holland there were a couple or so
gliders down in the drink, how or why I don’t know, and after we crossed the coast, a number of dummy
parachutists were dropped to fox the enemy. I’ll bet a few Jerry soldiers didn’t need their number nine pills
when they saw them dropping. There was some anti-aircraft fire, but our escorting fighters soon took care
of them and the flight continued on. At approximately 1400 hours we jumped onto terra firma, and
immediately started to film the Para drop, as by a nice bit of luck, we had landed before they arrived and
so were able to capture the 1st Parachute Brigade and the 1st Airborne Brigade arriving for the bitter fight
that was to follow.
We retrieved our jeep and trailer and swanned around to see what was happening, and we found out that
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Battalions of the Para had gone, hell for leather, for the bridge in their various
directions, with the 2nd Battalion going directly through Oosterbeek, the 1st Battalion via the Ede-Arnhem

Road and the 3rd Battalion via the Utrecht-Arnhem road. The 2nd Battalion, we were to discover later,
was the only battalion to get to the Bridge, the other two met with massive opposition in the form of tanks
and self-propelled guns and were cut to ribbons en route; without knowing this, we tried to get to the
bridge but encountered heavy and accurate fire and hastily retired, and came across Divisional H.Q. who
had set up shop in Hartenstein.
From them we discovered what had happened to the Para battalions. We added our bit of information,
then went to join the South Staffs for the night so as to be ready to film the arrival of the second drop the
next day, the significance of the cut roads to the bridge not having hit us.
The next day we joined up with the Border Regiment and the King’s Own Scottish Borderers, who
were holding the landing zones, having been ordered to do so at all costs. With great ferocity,
they had fought a pitched battle with the enemy, ending up by going in with the bayonet and
scattering them like a burst bag of peas. They were well pleased with themselves, and rightly so
too. The landing was due at 10:00 hours, but it came, and went, and no aircraft, gliders or anything
appeared, and the situation was decidedly ‘dodgy’ with sporadic shelling, mortaring and sniping.
These snipers were the very devil and picked off more of our men than I care to think about.
By about 15:00 hours the planes
started to arrive, banging into a hail
of anti-aircraft and machine gun
fire. The scene was horrible, at
least two Dakotas were hit and set
on fire, the Paras exiting in a hurry
into a hail of tracer, and the planes
themselves eventually crashing in
flames. The heath was on fire,
Paras were being killed and
wounded as they descended, and
many a glider hit the deck, out of
control. This was the 4th Para with
some more South Staffs, and what
was left of them formed up and set
off for Arnhem, but never got
through to the bridge and, in point
of fact, the 1st and 4th Para
Brigades had almost ceased to
exist as a fighting force; this was
clear by the third day.
We had re-joined Divisional H.Q., as we had no more film left, and offered our services as required. We
found out that the General had been missing for a day but had now turned up, after some hair-raising
adventures in which Brigadier Lathbury, the 1st Para Commander, had been severely wounded and was
out of action. With the terrible reverses that we had suffered and the enormous casualties, the plan was
to make a large defensive perimeter around the central point of the Hartenstein Hotel and to withdraw
what troops could be mustered to this perimeter and make a stand until the 2nd Army could relieve us. By
now we had gone 24 hours over the time we were told we should be relieved, and hunger and thirst were
beginning to bite very hard.
The third day dawned and by this time those left alive and kicking of 10,000 men were defending the
perimeter, the remnants of 1st and 3rd Battalions were down by the river, the 2nd was on the OsterbeekArnhem road and the South Staffs by the Church at Oosterbeek, who were having a rotten time with
snipers. I joined them there early in the morning, and that evening the Germans launched an attack with, I
think, three tanks. Sergeant Baskerville of the South Staffs won a V.C. in the view of many of us by
knocking out two of the tanks, then had his gun knocked out. Crawling to another gun which was working,
but whose crew were dead, he took on the third tank, which had withdrawn, single-handed, but paid the
penalty by being killed himself. A very brave man amongst many brave men.

The German infantry were attacking meantime, but we gave them stick; they ran into Vickers and submachine gunfire, and wave after wave of them were sent to their particular Valhalla. They were
massacred in their scores. The noise of the action was terrific, with the ripping sound of Spandau
machine-guns, the stutter of Sten guns and the heavy thumps of the ‘75’s and the Mills bombs, all making
their contribution to a massive death march but in 6/8 time. The noise to me that stood out above all others
was the very reassuring heavy thump, thump, thump of the Vickers, rising above the clash of the battle,
and the lads who played that particular instrument of death did it as if on a practice range; no panic, no
wild bursts, just a steady rhythm.
The enemy broke, leaving the ground piled up with dead and wounded, and the cries of ‘Wa Ho
Mahomet’, the airborne battle cry resounded throughout. It was a notable victory but was just a taste of
things to come during the following days. If only I’d had some film for my camera, but expecting only a
two-day stand I only had 500 feet, thinking to pick up more when relieved, and that amount had been
used up.
On the evening of the fourth day, when things quietened down, it was back to H.Q. to discover that they
had had a most fearful mortaring all day, reaching, I was informed, a density of forty plus bombs per hour,
causing a lot of casualties. Later that afternoon, at about 17:00 hours or so, we had an accurate supply
drop of ammunition; this was on the 20th September.
On the 21st it was impossible to leave the Hartenstein Hotel area, due to the fact that the enemy made a
very determined attempt to break into the perimeter. What with this and the recommencement of the
heavy mortaring and shelling it was a wonder any of us lived through it, but we did.
Defending the perimeter, in addition to the Para and the South Staffs, there were elements of REs, RAs,
Royal Signals, Glider Pilots, Pathfinders and RASC, who fought as hard and viciously as the rest. It was a
case of their life or yours, and although airborne troops don’t need to have their back against the wall in
order to fight, this was literally a case of give an inch and we were all done.
The R.A.F. supply planes and their dispatchers were giants among brave men. Whenever they
came over with supplies (which unfortunately usually fell to the enemy) all the fury of the enemy
was directed against them, but steadfastly they flew straight and level through the most fearful
‘flak’, the dispatchers at the doors, chucking out the containers, even when repeatedly hit and set
on fire, flying on, blazing torches in the sky, until they eventually crashed in flames. What
devotion to duty and so sorrowful to watch. There wasn’t a man on the ground that wasn’t moved
by this display of courage and, in the main, with no benefit to us.

That day, in an attempt to reinforce us, the Polish Para were dropped on the other side of the Rhine,
opposite our perimeter, but due apparently to lack of boats they had to stay there until the next night
when they joined us, a very small batch of about 200; they too had been cut to ribbons. Food and water
was a definite problem. We managed to collect some apples and vegetables from time to time and at the
end of the open space behind the Hartenstein there was a well, but collecting water was very ‘dodgy’ due
to these pestilential snipers. One of the Sergeants and his men faked up a dummy soldier with a stick,
pillow and tin hat, and exposed it every so often. It never failed to draw fire, thus showing where the
sniper was, and then he would get his ‘come-uppance’. The Sergeant knocked out an awful lot of snipers
this way and enabled us to get water from time to time.
If you were wounded it was certain captivity, as the British and German Red Cross agreed to work side by
side, but the Germans controlled the hospital, so if you were taken there into captivity you went. In fact,
the only jeep that was still running was the one that ferried the wounded to hospital. The enemy
respected it, and it was back and forth all day long, carrying the wounded to succour, safety and a life
behind barbed wire.
It wasn’t all grim, square-jawed stuff, we had some laughs, like when a German Psychological unit in a
van came up and bellowed through the loud-hailer that we were good blokes and marvellous fighters, and
that if we would surrender we would be treated as heroes and all this guff. The answer of course was cat
calls, “Up yours from Wigan”, “Get knotted,” and other military replies, and when it came next day
somebody fired a P.I.A.T. bomb right into it. They didn’t send another one!
And if you were caught in the open during an enemy ‘stonk’ and dived into a slit trench you had usually to
battle with squirrels for possession of it; they couldn’t live in the woods and very sensibly occupied slit
trenches, and were not at all keen on a human being there too. Sharp little teeth they’ve got. We had our
own psychological weapon too. Even during times of stress the body’s normal functions still carried on, so
we did what was necessary in flower pots, of which we had an abundance, and heaved them, grenade
fashion, at Jerry. I often wondered if a hit was scored and what the receiver’s remarks and thoughts were!
The 22nd, 23rd and 24th were a repeat of the previous days, non-stop shelling and mortaring and attack
after attack, and every day the perimeter grew a little less until the evening of the 24th we were told we
were evacuating as the 2nd Army had at last reached the opposite bank at Driel. We were filthy dirty,
beyond tiredness, and hunger and sleep were luxuries that belonged to another life, but we weren’t
broken, not by a long way, and we received the news with gladness that it would soon be all over and
with sadness at the loss of pals who wouldn’t be coming back with us. Late that night it was our turn to go
down to the river, and with a guide at the front and all our ‘tails’ undone so that each person could hold on
to the bloke in front, we went in single file. It was very overcast and pouring with rain and we had our feet
muffled with sacking or other rags, and so we reached the river bank.
The Second Army were banging shell after shell into the German lines to cover our withdrawal, and as we
lay in the mud we hoped that everyone found a target. Eventually we got on a boat, manned by REs, and
crossed over safely (notwithstanding a bit of mortaring). Sergeant Smith had been wounded during the
fighting but had absolutely refused to go to hospital as he didn’t want to be a POW, and wasn’t in too
good shape when we got to the other side.
We set off walking towards Nijmegen, carrying our cameras, film and arms. It became a bit of a strain, so
the first house we came to, we forced an entry, found a bed and laid down and went to sleep; seemingly
only minutes later I was awakened by a British corporal and two men, poking their bayonets at my rear.
They thought we were Germans, but were soon disabused of this idea, and they took us to a First Aid
Post where Sergeant Smith had his wound dressed.
We were given a lift in an ambulance to Nijmegen. From there into hospital for a day, and the
following one we flew back in a Dakota to England, as our pictorial record of part of the action was
of paramount importance. Since we were the first survivors home, we received a tremendous and
most embarrassing welcome.

